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What is Breathe? 
 

• A space to think about how we handle money, time 
and possessions in a Christian way  

 

• Non-judgemental, realistic and simple to be part of   
 

• We want to  
APPRECIATE life more fully  
REFUSE the consumer dream  
CONNECT with others, and  
CHOOSE a more generous lifestyle  

 
Breathe is a Christian network for simpler living.  Breathe represents 
orthodox Christians of all kinds and is overseen by Friends: Phil 
Whittall, Chris Ducker, Chris Webster and Rev. Mark Powley.   

Join the journey towards less stuff 
and more life 
We can do the funniest things to clean out our insides.  There 
are detox diets and system-cleansing tablets; there’s colonic 
irrigation and even detox foot patches!  But what about what 
one TV promo recently called ‘detox for the soul’?  How can 
our lives be cleansed from the love of money?  How can we 
be rid of the accumulated gunk of consumerism that clogs up 
our insides more than a lifetime of undigested chewing gum? 
 
One Year On…  
A year ago, amid the heady atmosphere of Make Poverty 
History we launched Breathe as a first step along the way.  In 
fact, all around the country, there’s been a lot of interest in 
greener, simpler lifestyles.  Nine out of ten of us agree that 
‘British society is too materialistic’.  But what does it all mean 
in practice?  Perhaps now’s a good time to get down to the 
nitty gritty and make some progress.  

simple set of prayers, readings and actions that sow the 
seeds of a different lifestyle.  The idea is that if we can learn 
to think simply and make some space to consider our lives, 
God will do the rest.  We hope the Detox will become a guide 
to a simpler lifestyle; a map to help us find a Christian path 
through consumer culture.  But we need your help to make it. 
 
Get Involved  
We need people to try the Detox and see if it works!  The first 
version of part one is over the page.  Try the five steps 
recommended there and see if it helps you to appreciate life 
more fully.  In coming months, we want to expand and 
improve the Detox by taking on suggestions and by including 
ideas you’ve found helpful.  You can use the contact details 
on page 3 to let us know any thoughts or comments.  There’s 
also a forum on the website to chat through the experience.  
 

The Consumer Detox could be a very significant step for 
each one of us.  But we need you to get involved: do the 
detox; help us to refine it.  By God’s power, we’ll experience 
a soul detox that cucumbers and a mudpack can never 
provide.  

Mark Powley is a Friend of Breathe 
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The Breathe Consu mer Detox  
We’d like to develop a Consumer Detox – 
some steps we can all take that will 
release us into more generous lives.  The 
Detox will have four parts: appreciate; 
refuse; connect and choose (as in the 
Breathe aims below).  The idea isn’t a 
guilt-driven checklist of things everyone 
‘should’ be doing.  Instead it will be a 

Instead of buying a detox, how about a detox from buying? 

 

 

Visit 

ibreathe.org.uk  
  



 

Five steps towards a deeper, richer life… 
 

The first part of the Consumer DETOX is appreciation.  If we’re 
already satisfied, amazed, delighted and fully engaged with life, how 
can anyone sell us something we don’t need?  Work through each of 
the stages below (they’re designed to make a difference without being 
impractical) and tick them off as you go.  You may even want to keep 
a record of your thoughts and reactions as you go. 

MAKING LIFE DEEPER 
 

Another part of being created by God is to share his 
creative image.  We’re not made to live life through 
screens, a hundred times removed from everything 
real.  We’re made for a deep connection with the 
people around us and with God’s creation. 
 

CONSIDER 
Make two lists: 
Deep Stuff - Things I do which are skillful, connected 
to others in person, get ‘hands on’ with God’s 
creation, need concentration and teamwork, are 
creative, costly, risky and satisfying (e.g., cooking, 
shared meals, musical instruments / concerts, 
gardening, walking, local involvement) 
 

Shallow Stuff - Things I do which are push-button, 
isolated, virtual or unchallenging 
 
Ask: how can I clear space in my life to focus on the 
deep stuff?  Am I willing to live with less so that I can 
live more richly; to do less but enjoy more?  Plan 3 
practical steps you could take towards this. 

RE-VALUING 
 

Have you ever stopped to think how many things in life 
cost money but are actually worthless?  And what about 
all the things of great value that don’t have a pricetag? 
 

Yes, money is sometimes important.  But re-valuing is 
about realising how empty the promises of 
consumerism can be.  It’s also about making time to 
wonder at all the things God gives to us for free. 
 

FAST 
Miss 2-3 meals (if you medically can), and take the 
opportunity to consider all the things we take for 
granted. 

THANKSGIVING    
 

As consumers we’re always being encouraged to want more.  This 
can make us feel needy or incomplete.  Instead we need to develop 
the habit of thanksgiving.  
 

PRAY  
For the next few days, let your prayers be ONLY thanks.  Make 
several extended times through the day just to thank God (1 Tim 
4:4). 

ECO-AWARENESS 
 

Care for creation includes taking delight in 
the variety and complexity of the natural 
world around us.  Then we can truly 
appreciate the Creator’s handiwork (1 
Kings 4:33, Psalm 104).  Without a better 
awareness of our place on the planet, we 
won’t know why a narrow consumer life is 
so poor or how it can damage our 
environment.  
 

RESEARCH 
Find answers to some of these questions: 
 

Where does your water come from?  
Where does your rubbish go? 
From where you live: where is north?  
What are the prevailing winds?  Where is 
the nearest coastline? 
Where is your fruit & veg grown? 
What animals and plants live near you? 
What can you find out about them?  How 
do they show God’s wondrous design? 
What threatens the environment in your 
region?    

SAVOURING 
 

If God ‘richly provides us with everything for our 
enjoyment’ (1 Timothy 6:17) then Christians should be 
among the best life-savourers around.  This means 
living each moment for itself; not worrying about the 
future, or trying to fight time.  It also means 
abandoning sour-faced prudishness and learning to 
savour God’s good creation to the full. 
 

ENJOY 
Choose a couple of activities to simply savour - let 
your senses run wild, and enjoy them to the absolute 
limit!  (E.g., a deep breath, an ice cream, a trip, rain, 
an expensive meal, some music…) 

WHAT NEXT? 
 

You could let us know how Part One of the detox went.  
What did you savour?  How was it?!   What other bible 
verses, readings or activities would you suggest?  What 
helps you appreciate life?  
 

Consider turning some of these steps into habits.  And 
watch out for Part Two in the next issue of Breathe. 
 

Join the discussion at ibreathe.org.uk/phpBB2/  

date: ___________ 

date: ___________ 

date: ___________ 

date: ________ 

date: ___________ 



 

We’d like Breathe to be a first step in making changes to our lives.  If you let us know your details, we’ll keep you in touch.  We aim to send out 
newsletters like this several times a year, by email or by post.  We’d love you to let friends know or get in touch for extra copies.  To join our 
electronic mailing list send a blank email to in@ibreathe.org.uk .  Or send us the slip below with your details (note the new address).  Don’t 
forget the website, which we’re still developing, at www.ibreathe.org.uk.     

 
My details   Name  ……………………………. Email  ………………………………………. 
 
 

  Address  ……………………………………….………………………………………. 
 

breathe@ibreathe.org.uk  Breathe c/o 30 Rannoch Rd,  Hammersmith W6 8SR  

Where were you living and why did you 
move? 
Up until the end of 2005 my wife and I were 
living a comfortable life Eastbourne. Both 
Joanne and I worked for Kingsway 
Publications and I enjoyed my role as 
Publishing Manager immensely. We were 
both very passionate about ecological 
issues and were members of our local 
Green Party. I also have a passion for what I 
term ‘living simply’, but that can sometimes 
be difficult in the materialistic South East. 
 

During 2005 we both felt that God was 
telling us to go and do something different. 
Go and live out what we believe a simple life 
truly is.  
 
Why the Shetlands?  
A good question. We had been there on 
holiday the previous year and had been 
struck by a number of things that appealed 
to us such as less dependency on personal 
possessions, self-sufficiency and community 
to name just a few. We suddenly found 
Shetland cropping up all over the place in 
our lives so we sat down and made the 
decision to move. No home, no job, just a 
certainty of God’s calling. Very scary.  
 

Once we had made our decision a home 
and job were offered. God is good, 
especially when we are desperate! 
 
Is life less stressful up there and if so 
why do you think that is? 
Absolutely. We noticed very quickly that 
stress was disappearing from our lives. One 
of the main reasons for this is the slower 
pace of life here. I remember going into a 
newsagents at 9am in the morning to buy a 
paper and finding none. When I asked 
where they were the reply was “it depends 
when the boat arrives”. This sums up certain 
aspects of island life. You can’t get 

De-cluttering my life has 
had a remarkable effect on 
my relationship with God 

anywhere fast so no one expects things 
‘yesterday’. There is also a lot less 
pressure to buy stuff that you do not 
want or need. It just is not available. 
Don’t get me wrong, we do have most 
things needed for modern living, it’s just 
that there aren’t 100 variations of 
cheese to buy from and lot of what is 
available is local. We live 4 miles from 

the nearest shop (a very small one) with 
no car and reliant on the very occasional 
public transport. But it is great.  
 
What qualities in life do you value? 
Living here you begin to change your 
outlook on life. Community is hugely 
important - being so isolated from 
anywhere else, the support you gain 
from each other is essential. The 
churches are very small and isolated but 
we have been welcomed with open 
arms.  
 

In an attempt to live more simply 
Chris and Joanne Jackson  
took the drastic step of moving 
from South East England to the 
Shetland Isles! Phil Whittall talks 
to Chris about his reasons for the 
move and how it’s working out. 

Chris & Jo Jackson on one of Shetland’s 100 islands 

Spiritually it has been great. I have 
found that de-cluttering my life from 
too many possessions has had a 
remarkable effect on my relationship 
with God. There is a lot less to get in 
the way, and with more time to spend 
thinking on such things you do tend 
to get your inner self in order.  
 
What would you say to those of us 
who don't sell up and move?  
A simpler lifestyle is different for each 
of us. Having what we need rather 
than buying what other people are 
telling us we want is an important 
step. We have accepted that we 
were addicted to buying “stuff” before 
we moved. Shaking this subtle 
addiction is one of the keys to 
simpler living. It’s not easy though 
because we are surrounded by 
adverts…but resistance is not futile, it 
is possible. 
 

You can find out more about Chris & Jo’s 
journey at www.theshetlandmonk.co.uk

Obviously 60 million of us can’t move to the 
Shetlands.  So what do you think those of us 

who stay could learn from Chris and Jo?
.  



 

 
 
 
 
Taken from New Consumer, ‘the UK’s 
Fair  Trade and Ethical Lifestyle 
Magazine’ 
 

1. Switch to a green electricity 
supplier like Good Energy (0845 
456 1640) see greenprices.co.uk 

 
 

2. Read one book on global 
economics (e.g., by George 
Monbiot, Jeffrey Sachs or Naomi 
Klein) 

 
 

3. Compost.  The Sudoku of the 
recycling movement; they even 
have an association -  
compost.org.uk 

 
 

4. Take public transport.  Use the 
bus, the tube, car pool, or the 
train.  Better still, buy a 
bike.  30 mins burns 200 
calories with no need to carbon 
emission offset! 

 
 

5. Choose an ethical career.  
Forget about the material 
trappings and look for 
spiritual rewards - 
ethicalcareersguide.co.uk 

 
 
 
 
 

www.newconsumer.org  
 

 

Consumerism on the Agenda 
 

The last 12 months has seen huge interest in ‘ethical lifestyle’.  BBC’s Newsnight has appointed its own “Ethical Man” for the 
year.  The Beeb also aired ‘I Want It Now’ in which would-be consumers are offered a more simple alternative to things like 
gym membership and designer baby gear.  
 

You may also have noticed the recent political debate about extending Sunday trading hours.  The My Sunday, My Choice 
campaign claimed that ‘today's consumer lives a busier life and needs more flexibility and choice’.  They argued that an extra 
£1.4 billion could be generated for the economy.  But James Alexander of Keep Sunday Special was one of many who 
successfully opposed further change: "We would like to see this country return to a day of rest, to have a day when families 
can be together, have the Sunday dinner, go out and go to the seaside, play in the park.” 
 

In April, Academics gathered at London Metropolitan University to discuss ways of Countering 
Consumerism.  They heard that, the Church, like other faith groups was ‘perhaps better placed 
than any other group in society to take up the idea of ‘live simply that others may simply live’, 
and to challenge consumerism’ (Worldwide Fund for Nature report) 
 

Guardian columnist Jackie Ashley wrote about the conference: ‘Many of us are ready to listen to 
anti-consumerism.  The question is: what kind?  Rational anti-consumerism has to work with 
the grain of what many people already feel instinctively – that time to live, just to be, is more 
valuable than a few more cheap shirts… [a] campaign against busyness, as much as against 
business’.  How can we live out this kind of attractive alternative to consumerism? 

A Wise Man from the East? 
 

The Dalai Lama may not be a Christian, but his views on life in the West 
certainly give us something to chew on: 
 

‘It is fascinating.  In the West, you have bigger homes, yet smaller 
families; you have endless conveniences – yet you never seem to 
have any time.  You can travel anywhere in the world, yet you don’t 
cross the road to meet your neighbours; you have more food than  
you can eat, yet that makes many who are 
overweight miserable.  I don’t think people have 
become more selfish, but their lives have become 
easier and that has spoilt them.  They expect 
more, they constantly compare themselves to 
others and they have too much choice – which 
brings no real freedom’  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Quoted in  
The Daily Telegraph  
by Alice Thompson 

 
 

 

 
Better is a handful with quiet 
 

than two handfuls with toil,  
 

and a chasing after wind. 
                 

Ecclesiastes 4:6 (NRSV)
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‘Many of us 
are ready to 

listen to anti- 
consumerism’ 

 
 

Jackie Ashley 


